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Description
It seems there are some CSS issues with AskBot. The report is older, so might not be relevant anymore - Sophie, can you have a look?

(machine-translated)

If I call up my account and want to see the comments, which are displayed as Reply to my comments have come to empty, so this is not possible: The link to "delete" will change from the link to "Voices" and "account" in equal parts. That was once minor different, so that with a lot of luck I could catch the delete link. Now I am only given the choice to delete my account ...

History

#1 - 2019-07-15 13:07 - Dennis Roczek
Florian Effenberger wrote:

  The report is older, so might not be relevant anymore

It is, see my report last week at
http://go.mail-archive.com/FD_rkCVa-sjIGwYIQe2_TR795JT0=

Best,
Dennis

#2 - 2019-07-15 13:08 - Dennis Roczek
- Category set to AskLibO

- Assignee changed from Sophie Gautier to Evgeny Fadeev
- Target version deleted (Q3/2019)

Thanks - reassigning to Evgeny then!

#4 - 2020-04-23 03:13 - Evgeny Fadeev
Updated the CSS for the tab bar on the german version.

#5 - 2020-04-27 05:46 - Evgeny Fadeev
This specific issue can be closed, but there is a bigger one relating the mobile css.

#6 - 2020-04-28 10:27 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from New to Closed

Thanks!
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